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Abstract 

 
As a signal propagates through the air between the transmitter and the 

receiver, it experiences some loss, this is called path loss. In wireless mobile 
network, an accurate estimation of radio path loss is useful for predicting 
coverage areas of base stations, frequency assignments, determination of electric 
field strength, interference analysis, handover optimization, and power level 
adjustment. In this work, we studied the radio signal path loss behaviour by 
conducting an experimental measurement survey in a UMTS (Universal Mobile 
Telecommunication System) network transmitting at 2100MHz band for a 
suburban area and a rural area. The measured field strength data collected at 
various distances from the base stations was used to estimate the path loss. 
Firstly, the effect of distance from base stations were studied and it was observed 
that path loss increases with distance from the signal source due to a 
corresponding decrease in field strength. Secondly, the calculated path loss data 
was compared with data from other existing path loss prediction methods. We 
find that the COST 231 Hate model satisfy our measured path loss data for the 
rural area thus showing its suitability for path attenuation loss prediction in 
UMTS network in the rural area.. However, none of the considered propagation 
models was found suitable for the suburban area.. 
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1.0     Introduction 
The existence of poor signal strength and path loss due to the reduction of power density of an electromagnetic wave as it 
passes through multi-path propagation environment hasbeen a major challenge over the years in the use of radio mobile 
communications and this effect is usually higher in suburban areas[1].Radio propagation path loss model has been one of 
the major ways of determining the quality of mobile communication systems, derivation of network coverage area and 
even network optimization [2,3,4]. Moreover, path loss may be due to many effects, such as free space loss, diffraction, 
reflection, aperture-medium coupling loss and absorption. In some cases, congestion of buildings also does obstruct 
greatly signal strength across board and this has hindered effective communication in the affected areas over the years, 
due to the differences in building structures, local terrain profiles, weather etc., However, to ensure stable 
communicationwhich implies an optimum quality for the radio coverage of a wireless network the design of such 
network must be solely based on the best  propagation model of the location of the intended network. To accurately 
predict such model, the model must be derived from real-time measurement data thoroughly taken from the service area 
in which the network design will be deployed. Although these processes of network planning and optimization has 
become complicated and difficult as high numbers of base stations are involved in a network with significant co-channel 
interference It is imperative that these be done especially before deployment of network else the network operators may 
face huge losses resulting from complaints from the network users due to improper link budget calculations and weak or 
erratic signal strength.  
Usually, the calculation of path loss is called path loss prediction. An accurate estimation of path loss is specifically 
useful for predicting coverage areas of base stations, frequency assignments, proper determination of electric field 
strength, interference analysis, handover optimization, and power level adjustment [5]. Although most of the existing 
path loss prediction models have limitations but by comparing them with the real-time measured data and carrying out 
proper adjustment of such models where necessary, the most accurate path loss prediction model for any mobile 
propagation environment can be determined. 
It is against this background that we carry out our research in view of studying the pathloss effect on two different types 
of environment; suburban and rural using our local vicinity Agbor park and Ekiadolor representing suburban and rural 
respectively as a case study. We are not ignorant of the fact that a lot of work has been done previously in this area  
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especially in several countries[5-14], but none has been done in our chosen location. The aim here is not just to studythe 
extent of path loss in two locations but also to identify the best model for these locations so that necessary optimization 
can be carried out. 
 
2.0  Experimental Details and Methodology Adopted 
Measurement-based Prediction (MbP) is a unique radio propagation process, which increases the accuracy of 
conventional propagation model predictions by making use of real-time data to improve the model predictions around 
base station sites. The measurements were conducted from a UMTS network with WCDMA interface transmitters, 
located at Agbor Park and Ekiadolor, both in Edo State. The drive routes in these different locations are shown in Figures 
1-2. The measured received signal strength data which is the Received Signal Code Power (RSCP) and transmitter- 
receiver (T-R) separation distance (d) are recorded in dB and m respectively. Every measurement points of received 
signal strength and T-R separation distance are recorded evenly from all the predefined routes of the two base stations.  
Each measurement point is represented in an average of a set of samples taken over a small area (10 square meters) in 
order to remove the effects of fast fading [15].  
The Ericsson-model TEMS (Test Mobile Systems) cell planner tool for data collection had the antenna mounted on a 
moving vehicle (1.5 meter above ground level). The Global Positioning System Receiver Set (GPS system) and a piece 
of compass were connected to a personal computer. The personal computer serves as the communication hub for all other 
equipment in the system. The GPS operates with global positioning satellites to provide the location tracking for the 
system during data collection, on a global map which has been installed on the personal computer. The compass helps to 
determine the various azimuth angles of the base station transmitters. Average height of transmit antenna is about 38 – 40 
meters above ground level, with the same transmit power. Sampling rate of the collected data, on the average, is about 2 
– 3 samples per meter.  
 

 
Figure 1: Measurement route for Agbor Park, in Benin city, Nigeria. 

 

 
Figure 2: Measurement route for Ekiadolor in Benin City, Nigeria. 

 
2.1  Calculation of Path Attenuation Loss Method From Measured Data 
The path loss is obtained, using: 

PL = Pt + Gt + Gr − RSCP − Losses     (1) 
Where 

PL = Path	Loss	 
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Pt = transmit	Power 
Gt = Gain	of	transmitter 
Gr = Gain	of	the	receiver 
RSCP = Received	Signal	Code	Power 
Losses = cable	loss	and	connection	losses 

The measured RSCP data is very important because we can determine the Electric Field Strength from it. We can achieve 
that by following the derivations given in [16]. 
 
3.0  Results and Discussion 
3.1  Graphical Interpretations of Calculated Signal Path Attenuation Loss 
Using the ruler in TEMS software, the RSCP data at various distances from the BS were determined.  This technique 
enabled us to calculate the Electric Field Strength (EFS) and path loss at different distances from the BS. 
The path loss measurements can then be analysed relative to the empirical models to see whether these propagation 
models are accurate to be used for path loss prediction in the study area. The path loss calculation parameters include the 
following:  
BTS Height (hb) = 40m (Agbor Park), and 38m (Ekiadolor) 
Mobile Station Height (hm) = 1.5 m  
Frequency of operation (fc) = 2100 MHz                       
Tables 1-2 and Figures 3-4 below show the path loss at various distances from the BS for Agbor Park and Ekiadolor in 
comparison with other existing path attenuation calculation models 
 

Table 1: Propagation Models and Measured Path Loss for Agbor Park 

 
 

 
 
Figure 3- Path attenuation loss (dB) analysis for Agbor Park with respect to distance (km) 
From the graphs in Figure 3, the following observations can be made for Agbor Park environs:   
1. The Lee model highly underestimates the path loss. This can be attributed to the fact that this model takes into 

consideration the effective base station antenna height which is highly dependent on the exact topology of the 
measurement environment.  
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2. In fact, none of the models used was suitable for the prediction of path loss in this area. The other deviations 

(ups and downs) in the measured values can be attributed to Agbor Park environment having many obstructions 
in the path, like buildings in close proximity, as well as trees sandwiched in between houses.    

 
Table 2: Propagation Models and Measured Path Loss for Ekiadolor 

  
 

 
 
Figure 4- Path Attenuation loss (dB) analysis for Ekiadolor with respect to distance (km) 
The following can be deduced from the graph for Figure 4: 
1. It is observed that the measured value experienced some stability with zero fluctuation from distance 0.25km to 

about 0.55km. This may be attributed to an almost clear Line of Sight (LoS) between the transmitter antenna 
and the receiver antenna.  

2. The Lee model again highly underestimates the path loss. This can be attributed to the fact that this model takes 
into consideration the effective base station antenna height which is highly dependent on the exact topology of 
the measurement environment. While the Okumura Hata overestimates the path loss. The COST 231 Hata 
model can be used as an estimate for path loss for the Ekiadolor rural region.  

Furthermore, by taking readings at various distances, it is possible to understand the performance of the base station 
transmitter in terms of electric field strength. This can be seen by studying the variation of electric field strength and 
pathloss. 
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Table 3: Calculated Path Loss, RSCP and EFS For Ekiadolor 

Distance of MS from BS(km) RSCP(dBm) EFS(dB�Vm) Path loss(dB) 
0.05 -67 31.644386 127 
0.10 -61 37.644386 121 
0.15 -64 34.644386 124 
0.20 -70 28.644386 130 
0.25 -79 19.644386 139 
0.30 -75 23.644386 135 
0.35 -76 22.644386 136 
0.40 -80 18.644386 140 
0.45 -79 19.644386 139 
0.50 -80 18.644386 140 
0.55 -77 21.644386 137 
0.60 -87 11.644386 147 
0.65 -83 15.644386 143 
0.70 -81 17.644386 141 
0.75 -75 23.644386 135 
0.80 -77 21.644386 137 
0.85 -75 23.644386 135 
0.90 -75 23.644386 135 
0.95 -81 17.644386 141 
1.00 -87 11.644386 147 

  

 
 
Figure 5: Variation of Electric Field Strength and Path loss for Ekiadolor Area. 
 

Table 4: Calculated Path Loss, RSCP And EFS for Agbor Park 
Distance of MS from BS(km) RSCP(dBm) EFS(dB�Vm) Path loss(dB) 
0.05 -73 27.64439 131 
0.10 -79 21.64439 137 
0.15 -73 27.64439 131 
0.20 -83 17.64439 141 
0.25 -79 21.64439 137 
0.30 -84 16.64439 142 
0.35 -89 11.64439 147 
0.40 -93 7.644386 151 
0.45 -88 12.64439 146 
0.50 -90 10.64439 148 
0.55 -87 13.64439 145 
0.60 -94 6.644386 152 
0.65 -99 1.644386 157 
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Figure 6: Variation of Electric Field Strength and Path loss for Agbor Park Area. 
It can be seen from Figures 5 and 6 that the path loss increases as the Electric field strength decreases and this implies a 
decrease in quality of service especially for people far from the base stations.  
5.0  Conclusion 
Although propagation models are available to predict the losses, they are not very accurate in determining the coverage 
area of a system. This is due to the fact that these models have been designed based on measurements elsewhere. 
Therefore, real-time measurements must support the path loss prediction models for better and accurate results. The 
measured field strength data collected over different distances from the base stations was used to estimate the path loss. 
Firstly, in our methodology, the effect of different parameters, such as distance from base stations was studied and it is 
observed that path loss increases with distance due to a corresponding decrease in field strength. Secondly, the observed 
results have been compared with various prediction methods. We find that the COST 231Hata model path loss values 
were closest of all the outdoor propagation models considered in classifying the environment into consideration (see 
Figure 4). Thus, the performance of COST 231 Hata model shows its suitability for path attenuation prediction in UMTS 
network in Ekiadolor area (rural). We also found out that none of the various prediction methods used (see Figure 3) was 
suitable for Agbor Park (suburban). The result of this studyis also recommended to telecommunication providers to 
improve their services for better signal coverage and capacity for mobile user satisfaction in the studied areas. 
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